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ln a seminal paper, Ariel Rubinstein has shown that impatience implies determi-
natenetis of the two-person bargaining problem. In this note we show that this
result depends also on the aswmption that the set of alternatives is a continuum.
If the pie can be divided only in finitely many different ways ffor erample, because
the pie is an amount of money and there is a smallest money unitl. any partition
can be obtained as the result of a subgame perfect equilibrium if the time interval
between successive offers is sufficiently small. We also show that, for a fixed
discount rate. all subgame perfect equilibrium payoffs of the discrete game con-

verge to the wlution obtained by Rubinstein if the smallest money unit tends to
zero. Jurn,rul r~( Ernnnmic l.iterature Classification Number: 026. ~~ tv~ n~~dem~~

Prr~~. Ini

~ . INTRODUCTION

A natural way of modeling two-person bargaining as an extensive game
makes use of a game structure in which two players take turns in making
bids. In each round one player makes a bid; then the other player either
accepts or rejects this offer; in case of rejection the rejectur makes the
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next bid, etc. We u1e the term "alternating bid models" for bargaining
games of this structure. A pioneering investigatiun of alternating bid
mudels is due to ingolf Stithl ( 1972). Later Ariel Rubinstein (1982) created
a very influential bargaining theory based on an alternating bid model.

The bargaining prublem considered here is the division of a fixed
amount of money. Rubinstein's model permits arbitrary divisions and
thereby provides a continuum uf possible agreements. An alternative to
the assumption of infinite divisibility of money is the introduction of a
smallest money unit. It i5 our aim to explore the consequences of this
assumption for alternating bid bargaining. As far as other assumptions are
concerned our analysis is based on Rubinstein's framework.

Rubinstein's theory specifies a unique solution, the uniquely deter-
mined subgame pert~ect equilibrium of his model. lt will be shown that the
intruductiun of a smallest money unit destroys Rubinstein's uniqueness
result. lf both players are risk neutral, the amount of money to be distrib-
uted is ~SO,OW, the smallest money unit is 1 cent, ihe yearly interest rate
is 10~~ , and one bargaining ruund takes 1 min, then all divisions of the
~SO.OIx) are supported by subgame perfect equilibria of the modified
model ( see Prupositiun 1 and the explanation of Table 1 in Section 4).

Ingulf StShl already inve~tigated alternating bid models with a finite
number of alternatives ( Stáhl, 1972; also see Stáhl (1988) in which Stáhl's
uriginal mudel i, compared tu that uf Rubinstein). He examined models of
finite and of infinitc length. In most of his work, time preferences are
nonstationary Ihe:ncc, preferences in his model are different than in Ru-
binstein'~ framewurk). St~ihl alsu considers a different extensive game;
his a„umptiun uf "goud-faith bargaining" prevents players from increas-
ing thcir demands during the game. Stáhl aimed at conditions that are
sufficient for thc solutiun to be unique and to be independent of who starts
the bargaining. We want tu find out how the smallest money unit and
di,cuunting interact and wc are particularly interested in nonuniqueness
a~ a cun,eyucnce ol~ the pre,ence of a smallest muney unit. Hence, Stáhl's
rescarch questions were completely different from uurs.

It iti impus,ible tu cuntitruct an absolutely realistic bargaining model.
Every real bart;aining situatiun has many special features which are minor
intiurnce, un thc harguining result. Idcalization is an unavoidable ingredi-
cnt uf mudcl cumtructiun. t~ it really necessary to model a relatively
in~un,pi~twu, in.titutiunal Jctail like the presence of a smallest money
unit'' Mayhe the currect antiwer is nu. However, Rubinstein's theory
hcu~ ily rclieti un ~cry timall time costs due tu discounting.t lt should not

In thi, ~aprr. ~Shrnr~rr tir ,prak ul Kuhimtein's h~rgaining theury, wr mean that p~rt
~~t hi, thrun in ~~hi~h {~I:~yrr, h:~~r rrrfrrence~ with cumtant diticuunt ratr, th~t are arbi-
tranl~ clu,r t~~ I It i, thi, ~art ul )hr thrury that ha~ been freyuently applie~ in ecunumicti.
ttirr (hh~~rnr ;~n~l Ruhin,trin t lyrvt ti,r ;m u~rrvirw.l
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take more than I min to make a bid. The bidder does not have to do more
than pronounce a number. Even for quite sizable amounts of money thc
interest for I min at a reasonable yearly rate is very small. Why should
very small interest losses be modeled explicitly? Maybe also here thc
answer is no.

The smallest money unit and the time discount rate are both minor
strategic influences, but these forces interact. Therefore, either both
should be considered or both should be neglected. In this sense Rubin-
stein's model is an imbalanced idealization. His theory relies on an explic-
itly modeled weak influence and ignores a weak counteracting force.

Assume that both bargainers are risk neutral, let A be the amount of
money to be distributed and let S be the discount rate for one bargaining
round. We assume that both players have the same discount rate. In
Rubinstein's theory the solution is of the following type: A player who
makes a bid asks for x. A player accepts every offer which gives him at
least A-.r and rejects everything else. The solution requires indifference
between A- x and Sx. This yields x- AI( I~ S).

Rubinstein's theory excludes strategy combinations of the following
type as possible solutions: Player 1 always asks for ~~ and player 2 always
asks for A- r. Both accept any offer which gives them at least what they
ask for and reject all others. If player I asks for a little more, say ~~ f~,
then player 2 faces a choice between A - y~ - e for acceptance and S(A -
y) for rejection. Obviously he must accept, if we have e ~( I- S)(A -~').
This contradicts the assumption of a subgame perfectness.

Now consider the consequences of the introductiun of a smallest
money unit ,~~. Agreement payoffs must be integer multiples of s,~. If now
player 1 wants to ask for more than r, he has to demand at least r t s,~. [f ~~
is greater than ( I- fi)A, player l cannot give an incentive to player 2 to
accept less than A - y. The smallest money unit prevents him from
incrcasing his demand by an amount E which is smaller than the interest
loss ( I- S )(A - r). This heuristic argument indicates why Rubinstein's
uniqueness result is destroyed by the introduction of a smallest money
unit. The size of the smallest money unit puts a lower bound on exploit-
able interest losses on the other side. Note that decreasing the time be-
tween offers corresponds to increasing S and that for S sufficiently large
always ~,~ ~( I- S)A. Hence, for short intervals between offers it may be
expected that indeed any distribution can be obtained by some subgame
perfect equilibrium ( see Proposition I ).~

' A referee remarkeJ that Propoiitiun I iz a"folk theorem ~ in both of the ,tandard usage.

of the term, i.e.. that proputiition Has known to a numher uf researcherti in the field. IThe

referee menlioned Hugo Sonnenschein and Roger M~enun.l After having whmitted the

paper. He hecame aware uf indepenJent Nork of tl9uthoo 119R91 ~~hu aho rrove~ a rewlt

tiimilxr to our Pruposition I.
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In Rubinstein's bargaining solution agreement is reached at once. More
than one bargaining round cannot be played, unless mistakes are made.
Contrary to this, in the presence of a smallest money unit subgame perfect
equilibrium may involve many bargaining rounds, before an agreement is
reached (Proposition 2).'

While Propositions 1 and 2 deal with the case of a fixed smallest money
unit and a vanishing reaction time, one may also be interested in the case
of a fixed reaction time and investigate what happens when the smallest
money unit tends to zero. For the special case of risk neutral bargainers,
we study this question in Section 4, where a continuity result is estab-
lished: As g vanishes, all subgame perfect equilibrium payotTs of the
discrete game approximate the unique subgame perfect equilibrium pay-
off of the continuum game (Proposition 3). Furthermore, in equilibrium
there is no delay ifg is sufficiently small. We also show that, despite these
properties, the gap between ihe largest and the smallest subgame perfect
equilibrium payoff, measured in units of ~,~, may remain large. In Section 4
we also briefly study the finite horizon model (bargaining ends after T
rounds) and show that in this case the introduction of a smallest money
unit may have drastic consequences as well.

Undoubtedly Rubinstein's ingenious bargaining theory merits our admi-
ration, but we cannot avoid the conclusion, that his model does not pro-
vide a balanced idealization of real bargaining situations. The driving
force behind his uniqueness result is provided by the exploitability of
small interest losses by even smaller increases of a bidder's demand. In
the presence of a smallest money unit such destabilization possibilities arc
easily lost, since it becomes impossible to deviate sufficiently little.

Our analysis is based on the same game theoretíc rationality assump-
tions as Rubinstein's theory. Presumably real bargaining behavior would
not be influenced by a smallest money unit of insignificant size and
equally insignificant time discounts. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to utie
the concept of a subgame perfect equilibrium point in order to explore the
interactiun and the comparative importance of buth influences.

~. 1 HF I3ARGAINING MODf`.l.

"Twu player,, ~lenutcd by I and ?, have tu dividc an ~unuunt of money
(normali~ed t~il I. l.et ,~~ ~ 0 deneite the smallest monr~ unit. The set uf
po,~ihlc agrccmcntti i,

'O,hurnr an~l ttuhimtrin 1 lyt{y. 5rit z'~-I-1 tii~r :~n rxamplr tu,hu~~ th;a tini~rl~ man~
nllrrnativr~ may Ira~ tu muluplr ryuilihna an~ ~u Jtl:~~ . Thry Ju nut in~riugatr thr Krnrral
cumryurnce~ ut ihrinking thr umr hrl~arrn ultrn.
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X-{(k~,~~, k,R)Ik; E~J, (k~ } k,)~' ~ I} (I)

and X'' denotes the set of efficient agreements ((ki f k,)K - 1).
Bargaining takes place over time, starts at t- 0, and proceeds accord-

ing to thc following rules:

Rorrnd t(t E ~`~, t even): Player I proposes .r E X; aftcr hearing I's
proposal, player ? either accepts or rejects. If 2 accepts, the game termi-
nates with agreement .r, otherwise the game moves to round t~ I.

Rcxrnd t(t E~J, t odd): Player 2 proposes .r E X, after hearing 2's
proposal, player I either accepts or rejects. If 1 accepts, the game ends
with agreement .r, otherwise the game reaches round t t I.

Denote by (x, t) the outcome where agreement on x is reached in round t
and let D denote perpetual disagreement. Let ,~ be the length of a single
bargaining round. We will assume that there exist constants ri, r,, ] 0,
and strictly increasing concave functions Ui, U~ (having domain [0, I~)
with U;(0) - 0 such that the preferences of the players can he represented
by the utility functions V; given by

~~',((.r, t)) - P-.~'U,(-r) and V;(D1 - 0. (2)

For justification of this assumption, we refer to Fishburn and Rubinstein
(198?). Thc above fully describes the game to be denoted f(~). Strategies.
Nash equilibria, and subgame perfect equilibria (SPE) are defined in the
standard way, hence, these definitions will not be rcpeated here (see
Rubinstein. 19R?). Rather, we directly turn to our main results.

A FOI.K THfORF.M

PRO['osi rioN I. If :y is sr~`frcicnth. snlull, .cpc~c~i~icull~~ if c~ is .cnrh thcrt
fi~r i - I . ?

U,(I - ,~~)IU,(1) ~ ~ `,'. (~)

thc~n fiir unc~ cf~icie~nt u~~rec~111P11t X E X" Ihere e~.rists u.crrhknmt' perf~ct
c~qnilihrirrln ul~ 1~(.~) thut re.crrlt.c in thc outcrimc~ ( .r, 0).

Prcrc,~. Note that (3) says that player i prefers getting the full amount I
one period latcr to receiving I-,L~ now. Since U, is concave this condition
implies that for all .i, E(,~~, I ~

U,(.t, - ~~)IU;I-rr) ~ e ". (~)
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Let .r E X'" and write .r -(.r, , x,). Consider the pair of stationary strategies
~; - (~ i , Q ~) defined by

~; : Always propose x;

Accept any proposal y with y; ? x;,

Reject any other proposal.

(5)

If cr ` is played, the outcome (z, 0) results. We claim that ~F is an SPE if
(3) is satisfied. Because of stationarity, it suffices to show that one-period
deviations are not profitable. Hence, we must verify that it does not pay
to deviate in round t when from round t t I on play will always be in
accordance to Q~. Obviously, given the acceptanceírejection decision of
the player, the best one can propose is x since x is efficient in X. Clearly, it
is also optimal for player i to accept any offer that yields him at least .r;.
The crucial step is to verify that, if x; 1 0, it is optimal for player i to reject
any offer ~~ with r, ~.r;. However, this is guaranteed by (4). ~

All equilibria cunstructed thus far result in an immediate efficient agree-
ment. Huwever, since there is a multiplicity of such equilibria, it is easy to
construct alternative equilibria that do not have these nice properiies. In
fact, if inequality (31 holds, any outcome, and even perpetual disagree-
ment, can occur in an SPE. The idea is to sustain a path Tr with the threat
to continuc with the equilibrium from Proposition I that yields player i the
payoff zero if i deviates from ~r. Formally, this construction is carried uut
in Proposition ?. It is cunvenient to introduce the following nutation: x' -
( I. 0), .r' - 10, I), and cT' - ~`. Finally, ir denotes the player who
proposes in ruund T (hence ir - T mod 2 t 11.

Paot~osr t iciN ?, f.c~t .r E X u,rd T E t~. f`.~ .ccrtisfic`s (3), therc- c~.ri.cts ~
~rch.~~rrntc~l,c~rjc~rt rctrririlirirrm uJ~r(:~) tltcrt rc~srrlts i,r !ht' c,utcom~ (.r, T). !,r
this cusr. tlrrrc- ufsu c~.rL~ts u.crcb~,~untc pc~,Ji~c~t c~yuilibricun that rt'srrlts in
f,c~rl,c~trru! cli~rrL~rrrnrr,rt.

frr,ul. l.et r E.1" an~1 T E f`ti. Cumider the strategY pair Q - (U,, cr,)
dctincej hv

cr;: In rc,un~ t It ~ 7): Proposc .r';
a~~cpt .i' hut rcj~ct any othcr propusal.

In rc~und 7: Proposc .r;
:rc~~pt .~ and .r', but reject any other prupusal.

In ruwitJ t It ? T1: Play according tu cr;'.
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Let ~rr(cri, cr~) be the path indueed by (cri, rr~). The stratcgy pair rr -
(~i , á.~) is constructed from ~ by means of

ir,: Play according to ~;, however, if in any round t ~ T there is
a deviation from ~r(crt, ~~) and if the first deviatiun is hy
playcr k. then immediately after this deviation switch to
playing cr;` ~ for the remainder of the game.'

We claim that rr is an SPE of I'(~) whenever (3) is satisfied. Note that rr
results in the outcome (x, T). To prove the claim, it suffices (because of
Proposition 1) to show that deviating in some round ~ ~ T is not profitable.
However, this is easily verified: If a proposing player deviates he ends up
with zero, hence, deviating is not profitable for him. Deviating is clearly
not attractive for the responding player as long as the proposal is on the
equilibrium path (it will yield payoff zero). If the proposer has deviated,
rejection yields the responder 1 in the next period, hence, if (3) is satis-
fied, he should reject anything less than I, exactly as U says that he
should do. Consequently, Q is an SPE if 0 is small.

To sustain perpetual disagreement, consider the strategy rr; defined by
"always propose -r', accept .r' but reject any other proposal." If rr, is
constructed from cr; as above then (Q, , ~r,) is an SPE resulting in perpetual
disagreement. ~

4. THE RISK NEUTRAL CASE

In this section we confine ourselves to the case where players are risk
neutral, i.e., U;(-r) -.r. This case is most favorable for the point we wish
to make. If both players are (equally) risk averse, the range of equilibrium
payoffs will be smaller. If the utility function W displays greater risk
aversion than U, then W(x - g)IW(x) ~ U(x - k)IU(x) so that is becomes
more difficult to obtain .r in a subgame equilibrium ( cf. Eq. (4)).

Let us first illustrate the bound on ~1 given in (3) by performing some
numerical calculations. Take r, - r, - 10~1 per year, and let the smallest
money unit be I cent ( á0.01). Proposition I implies that, if the time be-
tween offers is ~, any efficient division of an amount up to A(~) (as given
in Table I) can be obtained in an SPE.

If the amount of money to be divided is larger than A(~), then the
simple strategies from Proposition I are no longer in equilibrium if .r is
"sufficiently asymmetric," but, of course, there may be more sophisti-

' Nate that. if i is thc propo~er in round t ~ T. Ihen ~layer j will switch to ~r ; .~Iready in

round t.
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TABLE l

1 day 536.50
1 hr g876
I min g52,576
I sec á3,225.806

cated equilibria that still result in such .r. These remarks immediately raise
the question of how, for fixed U;, 0, and g, the gap between the largest
and the smallest equilibrium payoff behaves as A tends to infinity. Below
it is shown that this gap becomes negligible relative to A, but that mea-
sured in units of R the gap may remain large. We first prove the first
statement. By rescaling we may assume that A- 1 and then let g tend to
zero. Also assume r, - i-,, write S- e-''', denote by I'(g, S) the game
with smallest money unit ~,~ and discount rate S, and let I~(S) be the Rubin-
stein continuum game with discount rate S.

Denote by M (resp. m) the supremum (resp. infimum) of the SPE pay-
offs of player I in ['(;~) and for x E X, write [Sx] for the smallest integer
multiple of ~,~ that is at least equal to S.r. The argument outlined in Shaked
and Sulton ( lyK4) shows that in the generic case where SM is not an
integer multiple uf ~~, M and m must satisfy the equations5

M - I - [Srn] (6)

m - I - [fiMJ. (7)

Equxtiuns 161 and (7) imply

M - m - (SM] -- ~SmJ. (!il

Nuti

~FiMJ - SM t~~ and JSrnJ ~ Snr (yl

and ,ubtitituting thc lattcr incquali[ics in[o (7) yields

M-m~SM-Srn t~~, 1101

` It n11 i~ an intr~rr ntulliple u(,~, 17) h:rs tu be replact~ by m- I - nA1 ,t. In thi~ ~au
l91 ~~n he ihurrrnrJ anJ Ey,. ( I I I and 1131 remain valid.
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which implies

M-m~gl(1 -S). (ll)

We see that M- m tends to zero if g tends to zero. Furthermore, substi-
tuting (9) ( together with m ~ M) into (6) and (7) yields

m~lfs
and M~ItS

so that

lim m - lim M -
I (l3)

eyo Kyo 1 t 8'

Hence, if k tends to zero, the payoffs of player 1 in any SPE of ['( K, S)
converge to this player's payoffs in ihe unique SPE of [~(S ). Furthermore,
in any SPE, the payoff to player 2 must lie in the interval (Sm, I- m] su
that (13) shows that also this player's payoffs converge. Finally, in any
SPE the sum of the players' payoffs is at least equal to m t Sm and (13)
allows us to conclude that if g is sufficiently small

m t Sm 1 S. ( I~)

If agrecment wuuld not be reached immediately, the sum of the playerti'
payuffs could be at most S, hence (14) shows that, if ,~~ is sufficiently small.
in any SPE of the discrete game agreement is reached immediately.

PROt~ost rioN 3. If,~~ tertds !o Zerer, !hc pn~~c~jf~vc~clcrr usscrciccted tu urtr
SYE~ c~l~lhc ~~umc~ P(,~~, S ) ccrnuerKes to ( ll(1 f 8 ), SI( I t S)), thut is, tcr thr
~iurulls nf thc~ trniync~ c~ytrilibrium uf t~(S). Fcrrthcrmure, iJ~~~ !s .rrr~}icic~nll~.
strtctll, !ltert irt ctrtr SPE c~~~P(K, 8) u,~~reentettt i.~ reuche~cl irrtntc~diutelv.

~~hc next prupu,ition shuws that, for sume parameter values, the SPE
may he unique alsu if the smallest money unit is positive. Huwever, the
SPI: uf I~(fi) being feasible in C'(~~, fi) is not a sufficient condition for
uniyucncss. In this casc there exist two SPE payoff vecturs in I~(,~~, S) if,~~
i, ,m~tll l Rcmark I ). We also show ( Remark 2) that there exist parameter
valuc, fur which the gap between the largest and the smallest equilibrium
pctyoff, measured in units of ~,~, is large, that is, the buunds in 1 I I) are
~h~irp.
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PROF'OSITtoN 4. 1(condition (IS) i.c sutisJied, then the ~~c1me (1~(~~, 8))
hci.c u rcniyrce SPE

(II(I f S)1 - II(I f S) ] 2Sgl(I -~ Fi). (IS)

Prcrc,{: Write ;. -[ I I( I f S)] -~~. Condition ( I S) is equivalent to

I I( I t S)- z~- ag with O c a G( I- S)I( I f S). (16)

Assume (16) holds. It is easily verified that the pair of stationary strategies
rs - (cr, , ~,) defined by

~;: propose (z, l - z)

accept . r if and only if .x; ~ fi~
(17)

constitutes an SPE. Next, assume there exists an SPE that yields the
player making the first proposal more than z, say it yields z f k,~, where
k E~J, k ~ l. The proposal (z f kK, 1- z- k~~) is acceptable to
the responder only if there exists an SPE of the game that yields the
initiator ;, - 1,~~, where

I -;.-k,~~~S(z-Ik).

This condition is equivalent to

SI ? k - a(1 } S).

which, if (16) is satisfied, implies that

{~kf I. (18)

An SPE where the payoff to the initiator is z- l~ is possible only if the
responder can rationally reject the proposal (z -(l - I)s; , I- z}({ - 1)g)
and this is the case only if there exists an SPE that yields the initiator
~ f nk, where

I - :. f ({ - I ).~' ~ ~(z f ng).

Thc latter condition is equivalent to

Sn?I- I ~ all ~ S). (19)
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which by substituting (Ib) and (17) yields

Sn?k

hence

n?kf I. (20)

By repeating the process we see that ( I I) is violated if there exists an
SPE which yields the initiator a payoff z t kg with k? I. Equation (19)
shows that, if there exists an SPE that gives the initiator less than z, then
there also exists an SPE that gives this player more than z(recall that
a~ 0), and we have just shown that the latter is impossible. Hence, if (15)
holds, every SPE yields the initiator z. Consequently, the responder will
accept a proposal if and only if it yields him at least I- z, implying that
the payoff vector is (z, I- z) in any SPE. From this it easily follows that
an SPE has to be as in (17), hence, that the SPE is unique if ( IS) holds. ~

Remurk I. Assume that z- I I( I f S) is an integer multiple of g, so
that the SPE from ('(S )(i.e., the strategy combination from ( 17) with z-
;) is feasible in C'( g, S ). Clearly this profile constitutes an SPE of I'(g, S)
as well. The proof of Proposition 4 shows that besides (~, I- z) only
(~ -,r,~, I-:. t~,~) is a possible SPE payoff vector. If S f~,~ ~ 1, this payoff
vector can indeed be sustained by an SPE. Namely, if after a responder's
rejection, playen continue with the equilibrium with payuffs (~, I- ~),
the respunder may ratiunally reject (~, I- ~) and the proposer finds it
uptimal tu propuse 1:. -,~~. I-;. f~,~). Hence, if I I( I f S) is an integer
multiple of ,~~ and ~~ is small, then there exist two SPE payuffs.

Rc~murk ~. Let :-~ I!( I t S) ~ -~~ and let a be such that I ~( I t 8)-
~} a,~~. Fur k E t~ and i E{ I, 2}, write z;(k) - z f(- I)'k,L~ and let cr; be as
in 117) hut with ;. replaced with ~,(k). Then cr -(cri, cr,) is an SPE if and
unly if pluycr I finds it uptimal to accept 1 -,, - k~~, that is

I -..-k,~~~Slz-ks,~)

and player ? find~ it optimal tu reject 1-(~ - k~~ t,L~1. that is

I- z t k,~ -.~~ ~ S(.. - k,~~ 1.

If n and ,L are such that cr - II'(I ; S)(I - S), thcn !, can hc chosen
appru~imatcly equal tu k- I I?( I- Fi ) without violating thr~e ineyualities.
'I~hi, ,huwti that fur ~ume parameter values the gap between the smallest
un~i thc largest SPf: payuff is indeed of the urder uf magnitude uf the KHS
uf ( I I ).
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To conclude this section, we briefty study the finite horizon version of
the model. Let f( K, S, T) (resp. I'(S, T)) be the game in which ['( ~,~. S)
(resp. I'(S )) is truncated after T rounds with both players receiving zero if
no agreement is reached by then. The game f(g, S, T) is easy to analyze
if inequality (3) is satisfied, that is, if g-~ S 1 1. Let player 2 make the final
proposal. In the last round, this player obiains at least I-,~~, so that in the
second to last round he rejects any proposal that yields him less than
1-~. Consequently, the equilibrium payoffs of player I in the second
to last round are bounded above by g. Therefore, in the third to last round
player 2's equilibrium payoff is again at least 1- g, and the argument can
be continued to the beginning of the game: The equilibrium payoffs of the
player who makes the last proposal are bounded below~ by S(1 - g).
Comparing this result with Proposition 2 we see that if 8 t g 1 I, then
there is a discontinuity at T- x. This discontinuity is not present in
Rubinstein's continuous specification. ln that case, also the finite horizon
model has a unique subgame perfect equilibrium and, as T tends to infin-
ity, the payoffs associated with this equilibrium converge to the equilib-
rium payoffs of the infinite horizon game.

Finally, we investigate what happens when g tends to zero while S
remains fixed. Let m(T) (resp. M(T)) be the smallest (largest) SPE payoff
to the first moving player in I'( g, S, T). Then m(1) - I - k and M(1) - I.
Furthermore, we have

m(T t I) ? I - [SM(T)] ? 1 - SM(T) - ~~, (21)

M(T f 1) ~ 1 - Sm(T), (22)

so that

r
M(Tf I)-m(T-~ 1)~g~S'.

r-o

Hence, the gap vanishes as K tends to zero. Furthermore, if V(T) denotes
the unique SPE payoff to the first moving player in r(S, T), then with the
bounds determined in (21), (22) we have

m(T) ~ V(T) ~ M(T) for all T,

" This bound is sharp: There exist equilibria in which, in the second to last round, player I
makes the proposal U, Ol that is rejected and upon which player 2 continues with (~, I-~).
It is not optimal for player 1 to make an alternative proposal since player 2 wouW interpret
this as a signal to continue with (0, I 1 in the final round (and hence. would reject it unless the
proposal itself was (o. I11.
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so that for each T the SPE payoffs of I'(g, S, T) converge to those of
h(S, T) as g tends to zero. We have shown

PROPOSITION 5. Ijg f S) l, then any SPE of I'(g, S, T) yields the
playc~r who can make the last proposal at lenst S(1 - g). Ifg tends to zero,
whilc S und T remain fixed, then any SPE payoff vector of I'(g, S, T)
conuer,~~es to the tuilque SPE payoff uector of I'(S, T).

S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that the SPE outcomes of alternating bid bargaining
games depend crucially on how small the smallest money unit, g, is rela-
tive to the time between offers, 0. If ~ is much smaller than g, we have a
folk theorem or an extreme solution (Propositions 2 and 5), while when g
is small relative to ~ we approximate Rubinstein's solution (Propositions
3 and 5). These observations raise the question of the relative importance
uf the two cases. A referee conjectured that, if 0 and g were such that (3)
woulcl hold, there would be reason to create a smaller money unit. We do
not agree: the money system is not designed solely to make the solution of
the bargaining problem easy, other economic considerations play a role.
Making ~,~ smaller may be prohibitively costly: The smallest coin must
have a certain size, computer time (hence, cost) increases with precision.
Furthermure, if one wants to empirically test the model, one is forced to
work with a po~itive smallest money unit. (In experiments one also has to
work with a finite time horizon, since infinite plays cannot be carried out.)
Let us also remark that in real life bargaining, prominence levels play an
important rule. If bargaining is about ~1 million the prominence level (i.e.,
the smalle,t money unit used in actual bargaining) is probably not smaller
than x500. If the proposer asks for á501,297.34 it is not excluded that the
responder concludes that the proposer is insane, and we do not know how
bargaining woulti continue in this case. (See Albers and Albers (1983) for
morc on the rule of prominence in bargaining.) Hence, we cunsider the
case uf a fixed positive smallest money unit to be most relevant.

We are aware of the fact that, by increasing the contract space, the
multiplirity uf SPE payoffs from Proposition 2 may vanish. For example,
the gamc ~uuld allow one to propose contracts that not only specify a
ciivi~iun hut alsu a point in time at which the division should take place. If
U-ansactiuns can take place at any point in time, the space of agreements
i, a cuntinuum and the Rubinstein payoffs ensue. Similarly, uniyueness uf
SPE payuff, retiults if the game allows one to propose lotteries over
divisiun, instead of just divisions. In view uf transaction costs, we con-
sider our original mudel to be more relevant than these more elaborate
games. It i~ beyond the scope of the present paper to investigate whether
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players would have an incentive to endogenously change the game from
one in which they can propose divisions to one in which they can propose
lotteries.
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